i4one is both individual and collective.
To join is FREE. You only have to say the statement and mean it to join.
“I for one will not stand by and let our world die.”

Apart from the threat of nuclear war rearing its ugly head again, human induced
climate change is the number one concern for our planet’s survival now.
The Earth is overheating. Uncontrollable wildfires, droughts, melting ice-caps and
increasing freak weather events mean we have to act now, and effectively.
But how? Politicians and our corporate leaders are too self interested to do this in
time.
We need a revolutionary means to force them to act in all of our interest.
This requires two simple things:

1.

A means to force them to act and

2.

A mechanism to regreen the planet and repair atmosphere and vital
habitats.

Here is the answer:
1.

An organization that all can join and no one can corrupt because we all as
individuals are that organization. This is revolutionary in concept. So simple
it works at micro (individual) and at macro (most of humanity) levels.

2.

A mechanism to fund and deliver the necessary repair as swiftly as possible
without political obstruction.

These are :
1.

i4one (www.i4one.org) and

2.

Green Aid

Help create the world’s biggest (most of humanity) and at the same time smallest
(individually you!) planet saving organization.

Like life on our planet individual cells need to work collectively to function. Rogue cells,
like cancer, kill, so the organization must be very basic and simple and incorruptable.
The vast majority of us want to survive. It is this will to survive that will keep us true. You
can’t join if you don’t mean it! You will instantly find that we are billions! Now we have
the power to act! One voice, an unstoppable momentum for positive change.

GREEN AID is not free!
We all concerned have to pay for this by willingness and consent according to voluntary
means. A regular prize draw will raise funds, but by fully ethical means. No massive
monetary greed enticement, but something non-monetary that inspires us to donate as a
prize. This is the chance to meet those individuals we admire. Those climate concerned
individuals who also want to survive who appear on our large and small screens.

Regular draws with non-monetary prize will be used to raise funds dedicated to repairing
the planet for all of us. Ethical, inspiring and effective. Something we can all be proud to
participate in.

Are you up for saving the planet? Are you in i4one? Just tell your family and friends about
us, then ask are you in i4one? Such a simple joining mechanism. Self policed. If you lie and
don’t mean it, you fool only yourself! With modern communication i4one can become a
massive voice of billions within a very short time. One voice, one simple message, “World
leaders regreen the planet. Act now!” We need to create an organization that is pure and
non-corruptible. We can only do that if it defies current logic because it is at the same
time individual and also most of humanity! The situation is so urgent that we need
revolutionary thought and revolutionary action!
This is revolutionary! If we want to we can save the planet because there are enough of
us who want to survive into the future! So let’s do it. Join now. Force politicians to act and
set up GREEN AID to repair Earth, our home.
Joining statement : “I for one will not stand by and let our world die.”
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